
Step 1 Write the Scripture as is in from the bible.

English Translation

Translated verse OBRYAM

mydmlm myfna Twzm yta

mTary whTw ynmm qxr wblw ynwdbk ly

ypnx

Tpfbw nypb hzh moh f  nyk raml

whyofy mkylo abn bjyh bl

mTary whTw ynmm qxr

mydmlm myfna Twzm yTz

rmal

wblw ynwdbk wyTpfbw nypb hzh

whyofy mkylo abn bsyh bl ypnx

moh f    n yk
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For Teaching Purposes Only.

A spoken way is 
a refuge and 
the way to life. 
Find your roots 
there. by 
returning . Your 
lives.

LABA - Heart, 
mind, SHAMA. 
The body of 
authority of 
flowing power.

HAYA YATHABA -
Fills you and your 
house with 
function. For 
those who long.

NABA-ALASee 
and seek the 
living seed of the 
good leader or 
one refuses the
living seed.

Works of 
transformation 

of the mf
agreement.

YASHA - watch, -
delight -
Shepherd.

Receive the 
authority of 
them or leave 
out to another 
head or 

rmal

Desire and work 
towards 
gathering of life 
continually living 
the way. 

The creator fills 
the hearts of his 
people.

Looking to the 
cultivator and 
the provider of 
the way.

One opens to 
receive the life 
of the blood.
The surrounding 
protection of 
the builder.

BASHA wither, 
dry, PATAW
perforate, plant. 
SHAPA - Bite into 
Sherpent.

The works of a 
direction 
considered an 
authority. Blood 
crushed door of 
the tent. 
Covering of the 
tent. 

Heart, leading 
inner authority. 

Inscribe, custom,
Travel - In our 
DNA

The cleansing 
blood of life. 

One seeking the 
mark. 

The family with the 
works of YARAH.  
One in agreement 
leads and sees the 
way of YARAH

Works of 
YHWH of the 
leader of the 
mark. Works of 
one lead by 
the mark of a 
leader.

Working of 
YAMA, fire or 
working waters. 

Gives the way inside of living to wone 
lost and seeking return back home or a 
place of life.  An "abundant" life.  
Saturates the SHAMA of a way inside, 
the fire water blood at the door.  The 
flowing authority of MALA

Taking written on your heart the wrong way.  

The
agreement 
taught to our 
spiritual 
family that 
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Matthew 15:7

Matthew 15:8

Matthew 15:9
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These scrips outline 

a transformation

a diagram so to speak.

See word for process

One 
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